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The MOPAC Plan performance framework consciously moved away from city wide targets to enable local solutions to local 
problems based upon evidence. The framework incorporated London wide priorities with a focus on high harm crimes and 
wider issues that affected all of London, alongside local volume crime priorities chosen by local authorities in partnership 
with local police.

At the start of 2019/20, Bromley chose the following as local volume crime priorities:

• Non-Domestic Violence With Injury
• Burglary (Residential)
• ASB (a priority for all London Boroughs)

Bromley Borough Profile



Bromley Borough - Number of offences for all Total Notifiable Crime



TNO Crime by Ward’s



Bromley – Different Crime Types



Violence With Injury Offences



Burglary - Residential 



Criminal Damage



Theft of MV



Possession of Drugs



Drug Trafficking (PWITS)



Possession of Weapons



Robbery - Personal















Bromley Summary



Bromley SD Rates



Stop Search



Good News Stories

VAWG Day of Action – On Thursday 13th May we participated in an MPS 
wide day of action to combat VAWG crime

Arrests: 15 - Further 8 negative arrest enquiries conducted for high harm 
offenders known for violence against woman. 
Weapon Sweeps: 35
Stop Search: 21
Engagements: A large number of positive engagements with females in 
the Town Centre’s and our open spaces. Of note, charity collectors were 
spoken to by Officers due to potentially harassing behaviour to females, 
by stopping in front of prams or touching females arms to get their 
attention. 

Operation Open Spaces – Weekend of 14th to 16th May
We ran a dedicated joint operation with specialist traffic officers to patrol 
our VAWG hotspot areas and open spaces. Over the weekend the team 
covered 300 miles across Croydon, Sutton and Bromley.



VAWG  - Violence Against Women and Girls

VAWG / Licensing Patrols
All of the SNT’s are now provided with a weekly update as to VAWG related crime and given VAWG hotspot areas to patrol 
with a message for Officers to “Stop, Engage and Reassure”

Anti Spiking bottle tops 
The BCU have recently invested in 1000 anti spiking bottle tops for Officers to hand out during night time economy patrols 
and for women to pick up at the Police Stations. Croydon BID have matched this and have ordered 1000 for the Croydon 
BID Ambassadors and Night Rangers also to hand out to females.



Knife Crime and Operation Dovyan

The BCU continues to combat knife crime particularly with the skills and experience of the 
VSU – Violence Suppression Unit. The Team have been established for a year now and 
work across Croydon, Bromley and Sutton. They manage our High Harm Offenders and 
take ownership of Op Dovyan, these are search warrants that the team gain based on 
community intelligence around knife carriers and illegal knife sellers.

The teams successes have been highlighted on BBC News and recently Channel 4 news.



Knife Crime and Operation Dovyan



Operation Heat

Operation Heat is the BCU strategy to target illegal cannabis factories, the operation is run by the Tasking and 
Coordination Office and Officers utilise a thermal imaging camera to verify community lead intelligence that a cannabis 
factory is inside a premises, this enables the team to apply for a search warrant to force entry, make arrests and seize the 
Cannabis.

The team have successfully taken nearly £1M worth of Cannabis off the streets of Croydon, Sutton and Bromley this year 
alone. 



Race Relations – Operation Vigilance

After the BLM movement in 2020, the MPS recognised the need to improve 
relations particularly amongst the black communities in London. 

One of the most contentious police powers is the use of stop and search and 
accusations of discrimination that Officers face. 

Operation Vigilance has been setup to protect Officers and to reassure the black 
community that the MPS do not discriminate when using stop search. 

In SN BCU we are trialling a project whereby Officers record the stop search 
grounds prior to the interaction with the person.

This provides total accountability.

Stop and search continues, as it always has done to follow the ethnic makeup of 
the community that the Officer is in at the time. For example more white people 
are searched in Sutton, more black people are searched in Lambeth and more 
Asian people are searched in Tower Hamlets. 



Catalytic Converter Thefts – Operation Basswood

Op Basswood is a 2 year long investigation run by Croydon SNT into large scale theft of catalytic convertors from SN BCU and 
other parts of South London. The team identified a series of traveller families in East London and Essex who were committing 
these thefts which valued at around £1.2M per year per traveller site. In March 2021 we ran a hit day in which we executed 
32 warrants in 1 day and we seized a shipping container at London Gateway docks bound for Africa full of stolen car parts. A 
number of arrests were made, drugs and over £100k in cash was seized, multiple stolen vehicles recovered and national 
media coverage.



Catalytic Converter Thefts – Operation Basswood

A video of Police emptying the container can be found here: 
https://mps.box.com/s/pdpdexdps1yu5wyovkj4549a2b0zkrk8

https://mps.box.com/s/pdpdexdps1yu5wyovkj4549a2b0zkrk8

